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Spain wants
“early” trade
deal with
Britain
b Spanish government looks to the future.

/ 01

Palma.—Spanish government officials want to start negotiating a
trade deal with the UK to take effect after Brexit, going against the
official position of key negotiators
in Brussels. In an interview with
the Financial Times, Spain’s foreign
ministerAlfonso Dastis said that he
believes starting trade talks before
the full terms of Brexit are agreed
would be beneficial to all involved
in Britain’s divorce from the EU.
“It would actually be good, while
we speak about the separation, to

also define where we want to be in
terms of a new framework (for EUUK relations),” Dastis told the FT.
“We are interested in getting a result that is good for both sides. We
won’t give up that interest for the
sake of strict procedural requirements.”
Dastis position goes against the
beliefs of many of Brussels’ key officials tasked with negotiating
Brexit. Michel Barnier, the EU’s
chief negotiator, has consistently
maintained that both sides must

agree the full terms of the UK’s
separation before they can start discussing a future trade deal.
Spain’s foreign minister was also
clear that he doesn’t want to “punish” the UK for leaving the EU,
something many have suggested
could occur in negotiations.
“We don’t see this as a battle in
which one side has to come out as
the victor and the other as the vanquished,“ he told the FT.
“I don’t see any intention to be
punitive.”
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